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PRINT PROVIDERS AND DESIGNERS MAKE AN ONLINE CONNECTION

New Online Community Provides a One-Stop Gallery of Inspiration and Innovation
for Printing Industry, Designers and Clients

(Wednesday, July 28th, 2010) – Designers have a new means to showcase and market their
work, printing companies can promote their business while featuring their portfolio, and
anyone can find inspiration from personal usage to professional collateral. The ultimate
online community at PrintedPiece.com brings together high-end print designers, printing
professionals and prospective clients all under one virtual roof.

PrintedPiece is basically a one-stop creative gallery. While designers feature their latest
work, print providers can register their business in the directory, upload their portfolio, and
market their business to local clients. “The site will be a great success because the printing
market will never die,” states PrintedPiece Lead Developer Leandro Ardissone. “Every city
needs to publish billboards, magazines and ads. PrintedPiece will be an ideal place to
connect print designers with printing companies.”

According to Wendell Fernandes, CEO/Creative Director of PrintedPiece parent company
Dellustrations, “PrintedPiece is the only place we find today inside the creative community
that brings together professional companies and creative individuals in one single place.
PrintedPiece brings innovation to what many thought was dead. Printing is essential and
because there was never a place users could reach designers and print providers, we
created an online inspirational place, as well as a professional directory for talent and
businesses to connect and welcome them into a fresh and new community.”

Boasting an incredibly user-friendly format, PrintedPiece.com makes each designer, print
provider, and client part of their creative, social-driven community. It allows users to set up
profiles, create and send messages, search for jobs, and act as critics by rating and
reviewing designers and companies.











“We feel PrintedPiece can be a great resource for the creative community,” states
Fernandes. “Since it’s a new application, PrintedPiece will have different progress states,
and we, at Dellustrations, promise to keep this community experiencing new levels of
creativity in the future.”
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